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Note:  This is one version of a summary, putting together the information from the Triadic 
Message we received in the April 11, 2017, Divine Image class in a little different way to help 
us view the complex Unity of what was presented from a different angle.  There is some 
duplication of information, as some of the information belongs to more than one section. 
 

Specific Assignments suggested by the Metatron, Michael, Melchizedek Triad: 
1.  It is important that you are consistently placing your attention in the massive electro-
magnetic field being created in the Arc of the Covenant to stimulate the usability of the 3rd 
and 2nd Triads. 
 

2.  Begin to see the three Color Codes of the Indigo Color Coding (Blue, Golden Christed, and 
Indigo Sound/Color Coding) interacting along with that Luminous White  Undifferentiated 
Light of Source, represented in the unified state of the Sacred Heart by the Luminous White 
Star Tetrahedron. 
 

3.  It is important for you to notice often and consistently how you are now able to create 
Ze’On Particles easily and consistently due to the electro-magnetic charges of the 4th Triad, 
the expansion of the Medulla Oblongata and entire 2nd Triad, the more activated Presence 
of the OverSoul/Christed OverSoul/Christed Mind in the body and Unified Field, and the 
coherent unified functioning of the fourteen-chakra system.  
  

4.  Feel the Humming & vibratory sensations in your body and in your Unified Field, using 
your attention as well as the use of your nonphysical senses that you are developing. 
 

5.  In order to develop your ability to replicate the Divine perfection of creation of Ze’On 
Particles and manifest with them, you must consistently place your attention on this process 
and practice being in this space creating the Ze’On Particles.  Integrating this massive 
template takes time and constant application –  do this without any judgment of yourself.   
 

6.  Redoing the final energy meditation of this April 11 session will help you keep your 
attention in this very special state of Divine creation of Ze’On Particles. 
 

7.  Take time daily to both review and also apply the various Light Codes/Sound vibrations as 
well as receive the immense electrical charges that emanate from the 4th Triad, the Arc of 
the Covenant, and the Seed Crystals.  View the energetic state of your mental-emotional 
body daily – staying totally out of self-judgment. 
 

8.  Write down your experiences, your comments, and your specific questions in a very brief, 
concise way, in a very few sentences.  Be prepared to join the group discussion at our next 
meeting on April 25, as group participation as a Collective Consciousness teaches Unity and 
the power of a Collective to expand consciousness and the frequency ranges of the Unified 
Field.  Please realize that you are such an important part of the Collective and the work that 
this Collective can produce in that unified state. 
General Information: 
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Feel in your body 
 your Unity with each and every member that are physical members of this Collective, 
 and that we gather with you now as old friends in this Collective session. 
You are now ready to activate and use teachings we shared with you  
 during your association with Mastering Alchemy,  
 which at that point were only concepts and energetic seedings. 
With these current activations, your abilities as creators increase dramatically. 
 Notice how you can create Light frequencies and vibrations within your body now. 
 Before this activation, Light had to be drawn from the 11th chakra or Source energy. 
 
Reciprocal Interactions: 
Access to the Undifferentiated Light of the 11th chakra brings forth specific Colors, 
 especially the Indigo Color Coding. 
Particular Sounds emanate from the Specific Color Coding. 
This causes the Seed Crystals to begin to vibrate in resonance with these particular Sounds. 
 This alters the 2nd Triad, 
  which begins to HUM in coherent resonance with the Sound Currents 
  coming from the Undifferentiated Light in the 11th chakra. 
The vibration of the 3rd Eye, Pineal, and Medulla Oblongata increases 
 as the Undifferentiated Light is compressed into various applications for the body. 
 

The 4th Triad emanates electro-magnetic charges 
 that stimulate the Seed Crystals to produce a constant and coherent Sound Current.  
The 4th Triad electro-magnetic charges also stimulate the Arc of the Covenant. 
 So a precise field of electro-magnetic charges is always present in the Seed Crystals, 
 supporting this constant, coherent Sound Current from the Seed Crystals. 
The resulting electro-magnetic field and Sound currents  
 change the vibration of the entire neurology of the body 
 and allow the brain to process holographic projections and images very rapidly. 
 

The fourth etheric Seed Crystal, over the right ear, is also activated. 
 It is often called the Recorder Cell, because it holds the memory of every thought 
  and action your Soul has chosen in every physical body incarnation. 
 That’s the individual expression of you as the Divine Image. 
This activation of the fourth etheric Seed Crystal allows huge blocks of memory codes 
 that have been kept in the Causal Body to become available. 
Massive amounts of creative knowledge are gained  
 as the 2nd and 3rd Triads function in an elevated vibratory state. 
 

Proper functioning of the Seed Crystals is an important part of an activated Light Vehicle. 
Higher Self, OverSoul, Christed OverSoul, I AM Presence: 
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[From other of our teachings:  The Higher Self is how Soul/OverSoul interacts 
 with you during physical body incarnations] 
 
[From the April 4 Ask the Archangels:   
The Higher Self is you from that wise perspective of Soul, 
 with all the experiences you’ve ever had and the wisdom you’ve gained. 
The OverSoul can’t enter the body until the Sacred Heart opens. 
 It is pure Spirit, Universal Mind. 
When the OverSoul descends into the physical body, 
 there is a merging of the Higher Self/Soul and OverSoul/Spirit creating SoulSpirit. 
The Christed OverSoul is an aspect of the Soul that  
 holds the Christ Consciousness of the consciousness of planet Earth and  
 the consciousness of humans as they were created in that perfected Image,  
 holding Undifferentiated Love and Light. 
The I Am Presence is all that you are, united in Christ Consciousness. 
 You are that Holy Spirit; the voice of Spirit flows through you because it IS you. 
 As you choose Love and the body transforms into a 5th dimensional state, 
  this Holy Spirit I Am Presence state of consciousness can become permanent  
  in the physical body.] 
 
From our April 11 Triadic Message: 
The OverSoul is specific to you as that individual expression of the Divine Image. 
 It is part of your Soul expression 
 carrying the wisdom of all incarnation you have ever experienced. 
 
The 10th chakra holds the Christed OverSoul and the Christed Mind. 
 It interfaces with your mental body  
 through your thoughts that are created from a merged Higher Self and OverSoul. 
This was not possible until the 8th chakra, containing the OverSoul, descended into the body 
 [and the Triadic system was activated and the Sacred Heart was opened] 
 
 
4th Triad -- 9th, 10th & 11th chakras: 
Activation of this 4th Triad has greatly affected the usability of the Seed Crystals 
 and the Arc of the Covenant and your ability to create Ze’On Particles. 
Stable and consistent electrical charges emanate from the 4th Triad 
 and lift the body’s consciousness to a higher level. 
The frequencies of the Undifferentitated Light from the 11th chakra also raise the body. 
 And the specific Sound currents of Light and Color are brought forth. 
 
The 4th Triad emanates electro-magnetic charges 
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 that stimulate the Seed Crystals to produce a constant and coherent Sound Current  
 
The 4th Triad electro-magnetic charges also stimulate the Arc of the Covenant. 
 So a precise field of electro-magnetic charges is always present in the Seed Crystals, 
 supporting this constant, coherent Sound Current from the Seed Crystals. 
The resulting electro-magnetic field and Sound currents  
 change the vibration of the entire neurology of the body 
 and allow the brain to process holographic projections and images very rapidly. 
 
 
Seed Crystals and the 2nd Triad: 
There are three energetic seed crystals in the region of your forehead or 3rd Eye 
 in the shape of an equilateral triangle:  all 3 sides of the triangle are the same length. 
The first two Seed Crystals are located just above the center of each eyebrow; 
 the third Seed Crystal forms the apex of the equilateral triangle just above the 3rd Eye. 
These three crystals have remained dormant until now 
 when specific vibrations could be activated in your Unified Field and body. 
 
Proper functioning of the Seed Crystals is an important part of an activated Light Vehicle. 
 
Access to the Undifferentiated Light of the 11th chakra brings forth specific Colors, 
 especially the Indigo Color Coding. 
Particular Sounds emanate from Specific Color Codings. 
This causes the Seed Crystasl to begin to vibrate in resonance with these particular Sounds. 
 This alters the 2nd Triad 
  which begins to HUM in coherent resonance with the Sound Currents 
  coming from the Undifferentiated Light in the 11th chakra. 
The vibration of the 3rd Eye, Pineal, and Medulla Oblongata increases 
 as it is consciously used to compress the Undifferentiated Light  
 into Liquid, Nectar, and Laser Light for applications in the body and Unified Field. 
  
The 4th Triad emanates electro-magnetic charges 
 that also stimulate the Seed Crystals to produce a constant and coherent Sound Current.
  
The 4th Triad electro-magnetic charges stimulate the Arc of the Covenant 
 so a precise field of electro-magnetic charges is always present in the Seed Crystals, 
 supporting this constant, coherent Sound Current from the Seed Crystals. 
 
 
Indigo Color Codes are immense Sound frequencies held within the Indigo Color vibrations.  
 The Sound emanating from the Indigo Color Codes also stimulates the Seed Crystals. 
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The Humming produced by the Indigo Color Codes and Seed Crystals 
 is not recognized by the human ear, as that could be a distraction to everyday life. 
It is possible to feel the Sound Current through your nonphysical senses as a slight vibration 
 when quiet attention is placed in this region of the head 
 in a quiet, neutral space of no thought. 
This vibrational Humming becomes very much a part of your energy situation 
 and you eventually either feel or know that this Humming is occurring continually 
 in that Sound frequency. 
 
The fourth etheric Seed Crystal, over the right ear, is also activated. 
 It is often called the Recorder Cell, because it holds the memory of every thought 
  and action your Soul has chosen in every physical body incarnation. 
 That’s the individual expression of you as the Divine Image. 
 
This activation of the fourth etheric Seed Crystal allows huge blocks of memory codes 
 that have been kept in the Causal Body to become available 
Massive amounts of creative knowledge are gained  
 as the 2nd and 3rd Triads function in an elevated vibratory state. 
 
This activation of the Seed Crystals affects the cells of the body 
 to help the body consistently and coherently hold these electrical-magnetic charges 
 that are emanating from the Seed Crystals Sound vibration. 
This helps the body to shift into a more refined frequency range of the 5th Dimension 
 and to emanate a higher vibration. 
 
 
Indigo Color Coding and its relationship to the creative process, 
2nd Triad, Pineal and Sacred Heart Flames, Divine Imaging, and White Star Tetrahedron: 
The Indigo Color Codes emanate from the Undifferentiated Light of Source, 
 via the 11th chakra. 
These Indigo Codes were always present in your 6th chakra but in a dormant state. 
These Codes are electrical in nature and are connected  
 to the electrical charges now available through the 4th Triad and Arc of the Covenant, 
 all essential to the activation of the Seed Crystals. 
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Information on this Indigo Color Coding was first given to you in 2015. 
     [December, 2014; Summer 2015 pre-conference webinars; September, 2015, conference] 
Now you are ready to receive more detailed information about using these Indigo Codes. 
 Retrieval of the 5th,  6th, and 7th dimensional Light Templates was necessary for this, 
 as well as activation of the 4th Triad and a more complete Arc of the Covenant. 
  
The Indigo Codes are electrical in nature and 
 facilitate the creation of a more refined electro-magnetic field around and in the body. 
 
Indigo Color Codes are immense Sound frequencies held within the Indigo Color vibrations.  
 The Sound emanating from the Indigo Color Codes stimulates the Seed Crystals. 
The Humming produced by the Indigo Color Codes and Seed Crystals 
 is not recognized by the human ear, as that could be a distraction to everyday life. 
 
These Indigo Codes amplify your ability to use the 2nd Triad and upper chakras. 
 They expand the 2nd Triad  -- your creative center that creates form from within form. 
The Indigo Sound/Color Coding expands the Medulla Oblongata, 
 which impacts the Arc of the Covenant. 
This helps create a more complete and stable Arc of the Covenant,  
 that is more functional and creates the necessary electrical charges,  
 which increases your ability to create Ze’On Particles. 
 
These Indigo Codes expand the Pineal flame into a brilliant Indigo Color 
 which carries within it a very specific, refined Sound expression, 
 which is consistent with the Christed OverSoul and the Christed Mind, 
  which is YOU as Spirit occupying a body, reflecting your Christed and Divine Image. 
 
Because the Pineal Flame and Sacred Heart Flame are merged, 
 This expansion of the Pineal Flame is transmitted into the Sacred Heart Flame, 
 increasing the functioning of the Sacred Heart, 
 making Christ Consciousness present in your creations. 
In the Presence of the Indigo Codes, 
 you are always aware of the existence of the Holy Spirit Shekinah 
 and the consciousness of yourself as Holy Spirit. 
 
With the Indigo Sound vibrations and Color Codes seated in the Sacred Heart 
 your ability to know yourself as the Divine Image is constantly present: 
 There is a constant flow of that consciousness within you. 
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With the Indigo Sound vibrations and Color Codes seated in the Sacred Heart, 
the Luminous White Star Tetrahedron vibrates at an even greater frequency range, 
 reflecting your Christed creations back to Source,  
 reflecting back to Source your Christed Image in form, 
 even as Source reflects to you individually.   
 
The Indigo Color Codes are composed of three merged Color Codes 
 which are merged in the flame of the Heart, 
 just as you can sometimes see various colors within the flame of a candle. 
The First Color is the Blue Color Code, which raises the level of the emotional body. 
The second Color is the Golden Christed Coding which 
 relates to Yellow thought frequencies transformed into operating as the Christed Mind, 
 so the thoughts that are thought are in the frequency range of the Christed Mind! 
The third Color is the Indigo Sound/Color Codes 
 which are immense and function in a refined frequency range. 
 
Begin to see these three Color Codes interacting  
 along with that Luminous White of Undifferentiated Source Light,  
 which is represented in the unified state of the Sacred Heart  
  by the Luminous White Star Tetrahedron 
These Color Codes come together in the flame in the Heart and the flame in the Pineal. 
 They represent the Undifferentiated Light from Source  
 and also that Undifferentiated Light as it descends into the chakras of the body 
  and becomes differentiated according to the applications the individual uses it for. 
 
 
Arc of the Covenant and Ze’On Particles: 
Your mental-emotional body has constantly been impacted by 
 the electrical charges from the 4th Triad and Arc of the Covenant 
 and the electrical codes from the functioning of the Indigo Color Coding 
  and an amplified open Sacred Heart. 
You mental-emotional body must be in resonance and coherency  
 with your Christed Mind and Christed OverSoul. 
This more refined mental-emotional body is part of what is required  
 for appropriate creation and use of Ze’On Particles. 
You body, mind and Spirit must be functioning at its optimal Light frequency and vibration 
 as a Christed Being for appropriate creation and use of Ze’On Particles. 
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The 4th Triad electro-magnetic charges stimulate the Arc of the Covenant. 
 
The Indigo Sound/Color Codes amplify your ability to use the 2nd Triad and upper chakras. 
The Indigo Sound/Color Coding expands the Medulla Oblongata, 
 which impacts the Arc of the Covenant. 
This helps create a more complete and stable Arc of the Covenant,  
 that is more functional and creates the necessary electrical charges,  
 which increases your ability to create Ze’On Particles. 
 
You are able to easily and precisely create Ze’On Particles also because of 
 the Presence and further activation of the OverSoul, Christed OverSoul, & Christed Mind  
  in the body and in the energetics of the Unified Field 
 and because the fourteen-chakra system is functioning in a more coherent, unified state. 
 
Ze Particles are Light Particles that come from Undifferentiated Light  
 and the creative Mind of Source. 
With your OverSoul, Christed OverSoul, and Christed Mind intact and functioning, 
 YOU create the On Particles from your transformed mental-emotional body,   
  that is now functioning through a refined Christed Mind, 
 as you receive stimuli from the electrical charges coming from the Arc of the Covenant. 
You then merge the Ze Particles of Light and the On Particles of Christed Thought 
 into functioning  Ze’On Particles. 
 
Ze’On Particles are designed to replicate Source creative Thought to manifest in Perfection. 
You replicate this perfect manifestation  
 through your Divine individual creation of Ze’On Particles. 
A full integration of these massive templates takes time and constant application. 
 You will have to develop your Unified Field a little further for consistent results. 


